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DESTINATION GUIDE: GRAND CAYMAN
A private villa offers a more relaxed, quieter vacation experience...

Just an hour from Miami, Grand Cayman Island houses both a robust financial center, as well a variety of wildlife, making it a
unique place to both live and vacation. Made famous by Jacques Cousteau in the '60s, Grand Cayman Island is a scuba diving
mecca, with renowned spots like North Wall and Trinity Coves attracting advanced divers. World-class spas and Michelin dining
(as well as funky beach shacks and low-key living), makes the island universally appealing. Accommodations on Grand Cayman
Island include contemporary beach houses, luxury villa rentals and classic five-star resort hotels, many of which are located directly
on the beach. Imagine having the sparkling Caribbean Sea just steps away from your bedroom.
What WIMCO Can Do For You
From our headquarters in the US, we are in constant communication with our team members and associates in Grand Cayman,
ensuring that we have the kind of local knowledge, insights and contacts required to create a memorable vacation for you. Once
you book a villa or hotel with us, WIMCO’s Concierge Services team jumps into action - booking your international and local
flights, setting-up airport arrivals service and rental cars, pre-stocking your villa with groceries or arranging private chef service,
making restaurant reservations, recommending local sights and activities and so much more. You are in good hands.
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About the Villas
Whether you're looking for seclusion or an action-packed vacation, there's a beach house that's just right for you and your
family. Grand Cayman boasts some of the Caribbean's most beautiful beaches, including Seven Mile Beach, Rum Point and
Cayman Kai, all of which have beachfront vacation rental villas.

You can rent a beachfront villa where you can step out right unto the sand or choose one that's set back for a more spectacular
view. Some of our luxury rental homes even have private swimming pools, ideal for family vacations.
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Restaurants & Bars
Grand Cayman, the largest of the Cayman Islands, has plenty to offer when it comes to dining out! From haute cuisine eateries
on Seven Mile Beach to seaside fish shacks in east end, the island appeals to a wide gastronomic palate.

The BRASSeRIe (GeORGe TOWN)
Like many restaurants in the Caymans, The Brasserie offers a well-priced tasting menu. We especially like this spot for its farm
to table cuisine and elevated interiors. hidden away from Grand Cayman's main strip this restaurant is a place that locals call
a secret pleasure.

COCOLOBA
The perfect spot for a sunset drink and bite, Cocolobo combines Mexican street food with fresh Caribbean ingredients. Save
room for the margarita popsicles and churros...

BLUe AT The RITz
eric Ripert's restaurant at the Ritz in Georgetown is known for
its exquisite local seafood, elevated with seasonal flavors
and masterful technique.
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MIzU ASIAN BISTRO
Right on Camana Bay overlooking the waterfront, Mizu Asian Bistro offers fresh seafood with Asian infused cuisine. Their food
is prepared right in front of you with the traditional style and flare you would expect from an authentic Asian restaurant.

RISTORANTe PAPPAGALLO
Perfect for any occasion from a business dinner to a more intimate affair with dining options inside and out. The contemporary
cuisine at Pappagallo is typified by its simplicity and freshness. The kitchen is a hive of activity as fresh pastas and breads are
made daily. Chef Marco uses as much locally caught seafood as is available and only the best meats are offered. Fresh vegetables and fruits are featured in all dishes and, for the sweets-lover, a dessert menu starring only handcrafted desserts.

LUCA
This is an excellent restaurant at the Caribbean Club, on Seven Mile Beach. Open for both lunch and dinner, it features an impressive option for a gluten free menu. Try the tuna poke, vitello tonato, or the roasted branzino.

AveCITCA
This ten-seat counter restaurant nestled inside the new Kimpton hotel's Ave restaurant is the reservation to get. Spanish tapas
plus a wine and cocktail pairing make this a special experience.
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COPPeR FALLS STeAKhOUSe
American Steakhouse style cuisine with meals ranging from $20-$50 a person. every entrée comes with a complimentary
martini, well-drink, or beer at this fine dining restaurant. This steakhouse is known for some of the best value in the Caymans.

UPSTAIRS AT KAIBO
A signature restaurant where locally sourced seafood is the specialty. In addition to the a la carte menu, is the popular 6course tasting menu, with optional wine pairing. Dining is on the sea-view verandah, whilst the indoor Rare Rum Lounge offers
comfortable couches and artisan cocktails.

MIzU ASIAN BISTRO
Right on Camana Bay overlooking the waterfront, Mizu Asian Bistro offers fresh seafood with Asian infused cuisine. Their food
is prepared right in front of you with the traditional style and flare you would expect from an authentic Asian restaurant.
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SeveN FAThOMS RUM DISTILLeRY
This distillery ages rum underwater, giving it a unique taste to due to humidity and the motion of the sea. Stop by for a tour
and a rum testing.

CAYBReW
If you're a fan of micro-breweries like Cisco in Nantucket, stop by Caybrew for a tour of their brewing process, plus to sample
their local beers.
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Things to Do
The island of Grand Cayman is known for the fabled sands of Seven Mile beach and its world-class scube and snorkeling just
offshore. One can also tour limestone caves at Crystal Caves, wind surf or kite board off numerous beaches, play tennis, enjoy
a round of golf on a Jack Nicklaus designed course, or visit the Turtle Farm. Your WIMCO villa Specialist can recommend
things to do in Grand Cayman, and then make the reservations for you.
BOATING
Rent a sailboat, windsurfer or a small motorboat for a day trip, or hire a guide for water skiing or fishing. Glass bottom boat
trips are available in main resort areas.

FIShING
A popular sport in this area, deep sea, bottom, bone and shoreline fishing are available in most areas. (Tarpon and bone
fishing are best on Little Cayman).

GOLF AND TeNNIS
There are two golf courses, one behind the hyatt hotel designed by Jack Nicklaus. Unique to the island, the course is half the
regular size, with a special ball designed to only go half the distance. For those wishing to just practice, the Cayman Falls
shopping center offer a driving range. A regular 18-hole course is situated at Safe haven Links. All are available to the public,
and situated off Seven Mile Beach. If you're up for tennis, it is normally possible to go to the neighboring hotels for a nominal
fee to book a court. Though you'll have to bring your own racquets and tennis balls, you can also play at the Cayman Kai,
which has two courts available free of charge to guests in that area.
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SCUBA & SNORKeLING
Because of the clarity of waters, snorkeling options abound nearly everywhere, though are usually best where a reef is close
by. We can advise you on good spots to stay for snorkeling when choosing a villa. Renting equipment remains easy to do as
rates are reasonable.
The TURTLe FARM
A unique farm where turtles are rehabilitated, bred, and cared for. Join in a turtle release on the beach!
QUeeN eLIzABeTh WILDeRNeSS PReSeRve
The 65-acre Queen elizabeth wilderness preserve showcases
a variety of plants indigenous to the Cayman Islands. Interpretive signs identify the flora along the walking trail. Rare
blue iguanas populate the gardens, which are bred and released here. You can also see native orchids and, if you're
lucky, the brilliant green Cayman parrot.
STINGRAY CITY
Local spot for some of the best snorkeling you could ever find.
BOTANICAL GARDeNS
To experience a touch of nature and a walk through time into
the rich floral history of the three islands, head to the botanical
gardens. For gardening enthusiasts, book a trip during the
annual orchid show (held in February).
CRYSTAL CAveS
This tropical area on the north side has only been available
to tourists for two years. A tour takes you through crystal coves
that are partially underwater.
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The Beaches
SeveN MILe BeACh
The biggest on Grand Cayman and the most popular. The sand is fine, the water is shallow, and there are numerous activities.
You can go parasailing, take helicopter rides, rent a jet-ski, or go tubing. expect a plethora of restaurants and beach bars.

BARKeRS NATIONAL PARK
An unspoiled, remote beach. if seclusion is what you're seeking, you've come to the right place. Because it is a national
park, you can guarantee that your natural surroundings will
untouched. There are no formal amenities, but you’ll find a
few barbeque pits and picnic tables.

CeMeTeRY BeACh
Great for sunning, swimming, and snorkeling in the reef
areas just off-shore. (A strong swimmer will have no trouble
getting to and around these reef areas). This beach is a favorite among those who love to play and feed some very
friendly local fish and marine life.

COLLIeRS BeACh
Located on the east end, Colliers Beach is a secluded beach
where many go to get away and enjoy the views of baby
fish swimming along the waters near the shore. Many enjoy
walking the pier as well.
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GOveRNORS BeACh
Located along West bay road near the end of Seven Mile Beach, this beach is great for swimming and sunbathing. There are
no public facilities at this beach, but there are several restaurants nearby.

RUM POINT
Casuarina trees shade this beach and the numerous hammocks and picnic tables here. You'll also find amenities like restrooms,
showers, and watersports. Watch the sun set at this celebrated spot, or enjoy dinner at Rum Point restaurant. While it's accessible
by car, the 30 minute ferry from North Sound is a scenic trip.

SMITh COve
Smith Cove is the closest thing to a lagoon you can find in the
Cayman Islands. Located in a secluded part near George
Town, it is a 10 minute drive from Central George Town, as
well as about 15 minutes away from West Bay.

STARFISh POINT
As the name suggests, this beach contains a unusually high
number of starfish. Many tourists and first time visitors absolutely adore this fun local secret.
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Getting There
The island of Grand Cayman is privileged with excellent air service from the US. Weekly or twice-weekly services operate from several cities in the United States. Delta Airlines offers direct flights from Atlanta, Detroit and Minneapolis;
JetBlue Airways from New York and Boston; and United Airlines from houston, Newark, Chicago and Washington.
Leave it up to WIMCO’s experienced trip specialists to help you to book all of your accommodations, flights and
activities, and deliver you safely to your destination. We will work with you to help you to get the most of what Grand
Cayman has to offer.
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